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Guide, including the positives and negatives of the new guidelines and whether you should buy them or not to help you through the study process. What's in the ACT Official Preparation Guide? The book is organized into five sections, each of which is divided into smaller chapters. Five sections of the book are: Part One: Getting acquainted with the ACT
Test (general study strategies and test-taking tips, explanations of the format and what's covered in the test) Part Two: Taking and Evaluating Your First Practice Test (a diagnostic practice test along with an explanation of how to use your results to identify weak areas) Part Three: Improving Your Score (test-taking strategy for each part of the exam) Part
Four : Take the Additional Exercise Test (four additional exercise tests for you to do after you have evaluated your mistakes and done more preparation) Part Five: Progress to Test Day (showing you how to sign up for the test and what to expect on the day of the test) There are five full exercise tests included in this guide, calculating the initial exercise test
that you will use to diagnose your error in part two. The online bonus content includes 400 additional official ACT practice questions (100 each for English, Math, Reading and Science). In the next section, I will examine the full review of the book with extensive details about its strengths and weaknesses. Official ACT Preparation Guide Review There are
many reasons to like or dislike this version of the Red Book. I will start with the positive attributes of the guide and move on to its not so awesome quality. Pros Smart Overall Structure The order of chapters in the book corresponds to when you should take each step in the review and testing process. The book understands that the best way to guarantee
improvement over time is to take an exercise test, evaluate your mistakes, learn content relevant to your mistakes, and take other exercise tests to see if you have improved. You will learn exactly how to start learning and which steps you should take along the way to make sure you improve. Good Advice on Scores and What it means This guide guides you
through test assessment You accurately, and it gives you a percentile table so you can see how your grades compare to other students. It also does a good job of explaining how to judge you you based on where you plan to apply to college and how much you increase from test to test. Learning to set the right goals is a great aspect of learning for
standardized tests that can be overlooked in some preparation books. Abundant Test Taking Tips There are many test-taking tips for each part of the ACT included in this book. Some tips can seem a little repetitive (sometimes it seems like they're just filling the space), but most are solid suggestions. For ACT English, useful tips listed in the book include
considering the context of a question before choosing an answer, rereading a sentence using your chosen answer, being careful with two part questions, and paying attention to writing style. Cons Dull Style This guide is written dry, with little way differentiated images, graphics, or titles to break down text. There have been sporadic efforts to become more
interesting, but it is definitely not the most student-friendly preparation guide. In addition, Part 1 has an overview of the test that includes a long list of concepts covered by each condensable section. This book makes the test seem too intimidating and overwhelming (more on this in the next point). Complicating The Material Although it is great that there are
many test-taking tips included in this book, they are not always presented in the best way. The tips are rather difficult to digest and use in practice on tests. While sample questions are given to show how tips work in some cases, these examples are not as abundant as they should be. The book falls short specifically in the demystifying part of science. The
main problem with this section for most students is that it looks very intimidating, and it's easy to feel overwhelmed. To overcome this, you need to learn to choose the most important details and ignore the additional information that is there to distract you. This guide makes the science section look scarier and more science although in reality it is more about
reading comprehension than scientific knowledge. Explanation Answers are The Lack of Mathematics and explanations of science questions laid out in a way that makes them confusing and difficult to think about. Here's an example of what the answer to a math question looks like: As you can see, there are rarely images to guide you in your understanding
or even plenty of room for text to breathe at all. Everything begins to blur together into a mass of words like incomprehensible mathematics. If you're already having problems with the Maths section, this kind of answer explanation probably won't clean it all up. The guide also makes some assumptions about how much know about the content. If you don't even
understand where to start answering these math questions, the explanation of the answers given is not very enlightening. It would be helpful if they at least showed page in the book where you can find additional details on how to solve this type of problem. Not Enough Guides on Understanding Book Errors tell you how to understand your mistakes, but it
could have a more consolidated system to help you through and diagnose them. An organized chart where you can record your findings would be better than just saying put a check mark next to the mistake you made and list potential errors for each section. There is also no direct action that corresponds to any type of error. This guide does not tell you which
pages to turn if you have a particular problem. It would be better to know where to find suggestions that match the mistakes you make in each section. The tips for the Reading section also do not outline the different ways to approach the parts, which can be a big problem for the people in that section and should be handled more comprehensively. It would be
a pity to dig up your mistakes just to reach a dead end. Should you get this guide? You should get this book if you're new to the ACT. This is a thorough summary of everything you need to know about the latest test version, even if it has its imperfections. You can also decide to get the Official ACT Preparation Guidebook if you want to practice your essay
writing skills using new commands that align with the current ACT version. There haven't been many formal ACT essay requests released publicly, and if you struggle with essays, four additional requests to practice can prove invaluable. If you're confident about self-study and just looking for more exercise questions, it might be a good idea to get this ACT
preparation book. There aren't many official ACT practice tests released publicly out there, so the fact that the book has five of them makes it invaluable. However, the book still does not contain that much material, and almost all of it is recycled from previous tests. The alternative is to get the 3rd Edition of the Real ACT Preparation Guide, which has more
original training material, and equip it with free online resources (especially for ACT Writing). The third practice test in the guide is the rebels' twin of the last two practice tests in Issue 3. It may have changed her hairstyle, but the same DNA still exists. Side note: If anyone had natural eyelashes all this time, it would be a really scary sight to look at. How to Get
The Most Out of the Official ACT Preparation Guide The best way to ensure that you get the most out of this guide is to go through it in order First, read the basic tips in chapter two so you can get a handle on the basics of how testing works. Then, take the first practice test and make your mistake. Continue to use the book content section and other
resources in to study the areas that need the most work. When you feel that you have overcome your mistakes and are confident that your results will reflect your new skills, take a second exercise test to see if you have made significant improvements. Note that the latest version of The ACT Black Book, a resource we recommend with the Official ACT
Preparation Guide for best strategic testing advice, is tailored to practice questions in earlier versions of the guide. The main result of this is that there is no explanation of the answers in the Black Book to the questions in the fourth exercise test of the Official Act Preparation Guide (since the previous additions did not have this test). The tips can still help, but
this is something to keep in mind so you don't get confused when you can't match questions with explanations using the latest editions of the Black Book and Official ACT Prep Guide. What's Next? Not sure what score you should aim for in the ACT? Learn how to calculate a reasonable target score based on your college goals. Did your ACT test date slip on
you? Check out our 10-day preparation plan for advice on how to cram the ACT and potentially improve your score with four composite points! If you still have enough time before the test, read this guide on how long you should study for the ACT so you can create a hectic study schedule. Want to increase your ACT score by 4 points? Check out the best-in-
class online ACT preparation program. We guarantee your money back if you don't increase your ACT score by 4 points or more. Our program is fully online, and tailors your preparation program to your strengths and weaknesses. We also have expert instructors who can rate any ACT essay of your workout, providing feedback on how to improve your
score. Check out our 5-day free trial: trial:
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